
                   CELL THE UNIT OF LIFE

Cell is structural morphological and functional unit of life.

Robert Hooke in 1665 observed a honeycomb like pattern in a slice of cork, having thick walled 
apartments which he  called cells.

Cell theory- 1 all living organisms are composed of cells.

                    2 cells arise from pre-existing cells.

                    3 all cells are fundamentally similar in chemical composition and metabolic activities.

Objections to cell theory-  1 all cells have protoplasm but viruses have protein.

                                          2 No nucleus in prokaryotes and mammalian  RBCs lack nucleus.

Cells of multi cellular organisms are of three types.

a.  Undifferentiated cells - These cells retain power of division, stem cells in animals and 

meristematic cells in plants for example zygote,, Bone marrow.

b. Differentiated cells- are post mitotic cells having definite shape, size, functions for example 

nerve cells, muscle cells.

c. Dedifferentiated cells - Cells formed after regeneration, healing wounds.

      

CELL MEMBERANES- Also called biological membranes as membrane occurs inside the cell so 
also called plasma membrane or plasmallema , it separates Protoplasm  from external 
environment. It is made up of proteins, phospholipids and carbohydrates. Fluid Mosaic model by 

singer and Nicholson 
explains fluidity of 
the membrane that 
is quasified  nature 
of lipid bilayer, 
called as  protein 
icebergs in sea of 
lipids

Plasmolysis- Plant 
cells kept in 
hypertonic solution 
shrinks plasma 
membrane shrinks 
away from cellwall 
with protoplast and 
get accumulated at 
one side it is called 
plasmolysis, again 
cell when kept in 
hypotonic solution it 
regains its shape it 
is called 

deplasmolysis.

ENDOMEMBRANOUS SYSTEM

Functions of certain organelles are interconnected they exchange materials among themselves, 
collectively called endomembrane system

1.  ENDOPLASMIC RETICULUM- network of interconnected membrane-bound cavities or 

vacuoles in cytoplasm, occur in all eukaryotic cells except mature RBCs. Two types smooth 
endoplasmic reticulum and rough endoplasmic reticulum


2. ER act as secretary, storage, exchange of molecules by osmosis, active transport, diffusion, it 
provides increased surface for enzymatic action, it provides mechanical support.


3. SER helps in synthesis of lipids and steroids they are devoid of ribosomes

4. RER bear  number of ribosomes over their surface, they provide channels for transport of 

proteins and pro-enzyme.  

5. Glycogenolysis  enzymes  located over SER of liver cells take part in breakdown of glycogen.

GOLGI COMPLEX

Functions

. Cell secretion, packaging of cell materials

. Secretion of proenzymes, lipids, steroids




. Helps in lipid transport, hormone synthesis, synthesis of glycolipids and glycoproteins.


. Golgi apparatus takes part in synthesis of special carbohydrates like Galactose and sialic acid.

LYSOSOMES (suicidal bags)

. The ingested food or food obtained through phagosomes  is broken down and digested by 
lysosomes.

. Lysosomes are rich in acid hydrolases  ligases amylase phosphatase 

Sulphatases 

Acrosome present at the tip of sperm is formed of lysosomes which provide hydrolases for 
clearing the path of sperm into egg.

During starvation The stored proteins, fats and polysaccharides are broken down with the help of 
lysosomes

. Lysosomes are required for initiation of proteins.

MITOCHONDRIA (power house of the cell)

. Mitochondria perform kerbs cycle of aerobic respiration oxygen is used as terminal oxidant 
carbon dioxide and water are produced

. Oxidation occurs through oxidative phosphorylation. It produces ATP, ATP synthesised inside 
mitochondria provides energy for all cellular activities so it is called powerhouse of the cell.

. Mitochondria can store and release calcium.

CHLOROPLAST 

. It performs photosynthesis.

. During photosynthesis chloroplast evolve oxygen which is consumed in respiration and 
combustion.

. NADPH2 produced by chloroplast is used in reduction of nitrates.

RIBOSOMES (protein factories)

. Ribosomes are mainly concerned with protein synthesis, they occur in both prokaryotic and 
eukaryotic cells so is universal component of cells but is absent in mature RBCs ribosomes in 
groups held together by mRNA are called poly ribosomes or polysomes.

. Ribosomes have enzymes and factors for protein synthesis they assemble amino acids in a 
particular sequence as per the codons of mRNA.

. They also help in transport of proteins into different cell organelles like mitochondria, nucleus 
and chloroplast.

CYTOSKELETAL STRUCTURES

Microtubules

Occur in  Cilia flagella centriole enough processes mitotic apparatus consist of filament as roads, 
long hollow, related to movement of Cilia and flagella and also associated with cyclosis

. Centriole lack DNA or RNA, it gives a cart wheel like appearance due to presence of fibrils ,

 spokes and hub. Pattern of arrangement is 9+0. 9 triplet Forbes or blades runs towards the 
periphery, each triplet consist of three sub-fibres or microtubules. CBA. Hub is a protein structure 
in the centre, linkers are protein connections which are C – A 


Cilia and flagella

Pattern of arrangement 9+2




. Cilia  and flagella helps in locomotion of ciliated and flagellate organisms


. Cilia and flagella are able to perceive number of sensations.


. They help in capturing food in some protist and animals


. In land animals Celia of nasal cavity, trachea and bronchioles move the mucus trapped dust 
particles towards pharynx for elimination. Nephric filtrate moves in the urinary tubules with the 

help of cilia. 





NUCLEUS 

It is the largest cell organelle  double membrane-bound that controls cellular metabolism.

Discovered by Robert Brown in 1831

It consist of DNA, basic proteins histones, enzymes, RNA, lipids and minerals.

Multinucleate condition of animal cell is called syncytium and plant cells coenocytic.

It consist of nuclear envelope, nucleoplasm , nuclear matrix chromatin and nucleolus.

Nuclear envelope separates nuclear material from cytoplasm, provides shape to the nucleus and 
nuclear pores regulate the flow of substances in and out of the nucleus.

Nucleoplasm is formed of substances like nucleotides,nucleosides , proteins, enzymes like RNA 
polymerases and minerals.

It provides turgidity, is storehouse of all raw materials contains chromatin material.

Chromatin material 

It is present in nucleoplasm consist of DNA 31% RNA 5%, histone proteins 36% and non-histone 
proteins 28%. It has two parts Euchromatin  and heterochromatin. Euchromatin is lightly stained 
forms bulk of chromatin it carries geans , during cell division it replicates in S phase of cell cycle.

Hetrochromatin is darkly stand part of chromatin active genes are absent

Chromatin stores genetic information, it controls growth and differentiation of tissues, it regulates 
metabolism. Human beings have 23 pairs of chromosomes which occur in the form of chromatin 
in the nuclei.

Cytology  is the study of structure of cells as well as organelles.

Cell biology is the branch of biology that deals with the study of structure physiology, 
reproduction, evolution and genetics of cells.

Unicellular organisms are also called a cellular for example amoeba, paramecium. Multi cellular 
organisms body is made up of many cells for example plants animals.

Robert Brown discovered nucleus in the cells of orchid root (1983 ) .

J. E.Purkinje (1839 ) Coined the term protoplasm physical basis of life.



